Corporate
Greening Day
Partner with the Baltimore Tree Trust to
Green & Clean Baltimore
Spend an afternoon with the Tree Trust and help us
Transform Restore Engage Educate the charm in our city.
Your Greening Schedule:
1. A Lunch & Learn for employees at your office
2. Followed by an afternoon planting trees in Baltimore City

Join Us as we Transform Baltimore with Trees!!!

Corporate
Greening Day
Partner with the Baltimore Tree Trust in our Corporate Greening Day
Give Back and have FUN!
Who We Are:
The Baltimore Tree Trust (BTT) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization committed to
restoring the city’s urban forest and making Baltimore a healthier and more beautiful
place to live through increased tree plantings, tree stewardship, community
engagement, public education, advocacy and research.
Why Your Partnership is Important:
The Baltimore Tree Trust works collaboratively with others to restore Baltimore’s
urban forest. Our city forest consists of 2.6 million trees, one quarter of which are
distressed, dead or dying according to the U.S. Forest Service. Baltimore City’s tree
canopy has declined by a third to just 27.4% of overall land mass—and our hottest,
starkest streets are altogether without trees. The city aims to increase the tree
canopy to 40% of land mass by 2037. To achieve this goal, Baltimore must plant
750,000 trees at a rate of 25,000 new trees each year. Currently, Baltimore does not
plant even 6,000 new trees a year.
Your monetary contribution will help support several new street trees. We can
accommodate up to 30 employees per event.
				
Your Suggested Corporate Greening Day Package:
1. 11:00 am to 12:30 pm - You host lunch at your office and we give an 			
informative presentation about trees, stormwater, and urban heat islands
2. 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm - An afternoon of Greening Activities: planting trees and
improving neighborhood streetscapes in Baltimore

				

For More Information Please Contact:
Cassie Caleo, Associate Director at
cassie@baltimoretreetrust.org

Your Investment in Environmental Awareness Will
Create a Better BALTIMORE!

